August 25, 2017
JAPAN
In my vision, I was taken into a power room. I saw 2 nuclear reactors, and this might
have been Japan. Pray for Japan - Any nuclear reactor that wants to collapse to
destroy people and cause devastating effect – that the Lord will stop it in Jesus name
TWO ROUGE NATIONS
These will start to commit major blunders because they are climbing the wrong trees.
From this moment, historical mistake, blunders of every proportion will be committed
until they acknowledge the Lord
FRANCE & AMERICA
France will rise again from the dust and revival will begin in France. France will have a
voice again in the world. And the twin sister of France, which is America; America will
rise from under, America will rise again from under and the glory of the Lord will be
displayed once again in America.
AMERICA TO EMERGE AS LEADER IN WORLD’S ENERGY
For a new leader will emerge in the world, the producer of the world’s energy, contrary
to other opinion, contrary to other beliefs. That nation will be America, because the Lord
has revealed the secret to power production, green energy, renewable energy and the
economy will experience increase.
UPLIFTMENT COMING FOR AMERICA
America is being squeezed currently, after you have been tested, you will receive the
crown of the overcomer, when others say there’s a casting down, America will say
there’s a lifting up. For then shall false prophets go into hiding, for I will do a thing in
this nation, says the spirit of the Lord. For indeed, people will be able to say, this nation
is great again. This has nothing to do with presidency, or people in power, because of
the cries and intercession of the saints.
INNOVATION IN THE AUTO INDUSTRY
I see the chariots of Elijah. The Lord is saying, there will be innovations, release of
virtues in the auto industry. There’ll be innovations in the auto-industry. The next 4
years will propel the nation of America to 20 years ahead. There will be great innovation
in the auto industry.
DISRUPTION IN THE INSURANCE COUNTRY
New players will disrupt the insurance industry. The order of heavens will begin to
release new business models that will care and cater for the masses.
When the world thinks America is lacking behind, the spirit of creativity is being
released over this nation again.
GOD’S VISITATION TO KKK
The Spirit of the Lord says, “I’ll visit their hearts; I, the Lord will let them understand that
it is I the Lord who has created all flesh”. Instead of hate in this nation, love will arise.

